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IMPORTANT NEWS FOR NEW YORK STATE HEAT CONSUMERS

Latest News in the
Energy Industry

BetterwithBioheat.com is a resource for liquid heating fuel
consumers in New York State use to stay informed about
important energy information in our community. We invite you
to use this newsletter and the website, BetterwithBioheat.com,
to learn more about Bioheat® fuel benefits and trends in energy,
alternative energy, how Bioheat® fuel is cleaner and greener
than ever, tips on reducing your energy costs, and more.
As the percentage of biodiesel in Bioheat® fuel increases,
greenhouse gas and carbon emissions decrease. By 2023 the
goal is for all Bioheat® fuel used in New York to be Bioheat® Plus,
which has 20% biodiesel. Many fuel providers in New York are
already working towards increasing to B20 Bioheat® Plus in
2021.
The next milestone is 2030 when the industry aims to have all
Bioheat® fuel to be 50% biodiesel, or B50 blend. 50% biodiesel
blends will eliminate 500 million gallons of heating oil and
provide a 40% reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
thereby meeting the state’s GHG reduction requirement under
the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act (CLCPA).
This clean energy revolution is doing wonderful things for our
state and environment. Produced domestically, Bioheat® fuel
helps to reduce our dependency on foreign oil, creates more
domestic jobs, and helps to support local, family-run
businesses. Eco-friendly Bioheat® fuel can be used seamlessly,
with no expensive conversions, in place of standard #2 heating
oil for residential and commercial heating.
Getting Bioheat® fuel delivered means improved system
performance, which can extend its lifespan and even help
reduce your annual fuel costs. But the benefits don't end
there—the cleaner fuel reduces greenhouse gas emissions to
protect our ecosystem and provide a more sustainable option
over time. Bioheat® fuel is truly our only option as New York
pushes toward more sustainable fuel sources.

WHAT'S INSIDE?

• How to know when to order fuel
• Check and regulate fuel levels
• Save money on fuel this year
• Resources about Bioheat® fuel
• 6 reasons to use Bioheat® fuel

Here's How to Know When to Order Bioheat® Fuel
If you're a Bioheat® fuel user, chances are that you have a metal fuel storage tank in
your basement. You'll find that on the top or side of your heating fuel storage tank,
there is a small circular sight glass with a floating bobber. This is called a tank
gauge, and it can tell you how much fuel is remaining and indicate when you need
to order a refill.

How Frequently to Check Your Gauge

This will be a little different for every homeowner, depending on the size of your
tank and the efficiency of your HVAC systems. You should check your fuel storage
tank gauge regularly. Don't forget to check it during the summer too, particularly if
you use Bioheat® fuel to power year-round appliances like your water heater.

Check and Regulate Fuel Levels

Like a Pro

Do you know how to check your fuel storage tank and determine when you need
a fuel delivery? It’s a simple task that you can easily monitor. Here's how to check
your fuel tank levels:
1. Visit your fuel tank. Most tanks are located in the basement.
2. Find the tank gauge and read the fuel level in your tank.
3. Place your fuel order before the indicator reaches the ¼ mark.
Prefer not to check your tank’s fuel level? Contact us today to sign up for automatic
delivery. This will take the stress off your shoulders when it comes to maintaining
your fuel levels, heat, and hot water.

SAVE MONEY ON FUEL THIS YEAR
1

Sign up for Automatic Fuel Delivery

2

Book an Annual HVAC Tune-Up

3

Get a Programmable Thermostat

Running out of fuel can cause unnecessary safety risks. Automatic delivery customers have reduced risk of
a no-fuel emergency and benefit from more efficient fill-ups and lower energy costs.
Your furnace or boiler kept you warm all winter, and your air conditioner is about to keep you cool all
summer. Scheduling an annual tune-up can reduce your energy bills by upwards of 10%.
Switching to a programmable thermostat can help you save on your energy bills. Give your HVAC system a
break when you're asleep or out of the house to conserve energy and save money.

CONTACT US TO START TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THESE VALUABLE SERVICES.

Where You Can Learn More about Bioheat® Fuel
If you're interested in learning more about the fuel of the future, visit these resources listed below for reliable
information about this innovative energy source. Like with any topic, there's a lot of false information throughout
the Internet—but it's always important to get your data from a reliable source.

Web Resource: BetterwithBioheat.com
This is your one-stop shop for information on New York's Bioheat® fuel movement. On the website,
you can browse for details, learn about current goals and directives, and learn how Bioheat® fuel
benefits you as a consumer. You can also learn about…
• Bioheat® fuel facts & benefits
• Heat assistance programs

• Bioheat® fuel tax credit info
• Latest news about Bioheat® fuel

Visit BetterwithBioheat.com now for all the latest facts and details about Bioheat® fuel!

Social Media Resources: New York Is Better with Bioheat® Fuel
View posts on Facebook and Instagram for regular snippets of info, news updates, and fun facts
about the fuel's progression and advancement. Following the social media pages is an excellent
way to stay up to date about all the latest happenings about Bioheat® fuel and your home or
business.

@betterwithbioheat

@betterwithbioheat

THERE REALLY IS ONLY

CHOICE

FOR AN ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY FUEL
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BetterwithBioheat.com Is Your #1 Source for Energy News in Our State

The Bioheat® Fuel Advantage
The fuel is eco-friendly and helps reduce
environmental emissions.
You can support local, family-owned fuel
delivery companies.
There are a variety of resources to help you
learn more.

Fuel production supports jobs in New York
and beyond.
Blends are getting cleaner with a goal of
net-zero carbon by 2050.
It's the best choice for homeowners and
businesses in New York.

CONTACT US TODAY TO ORDER ECO-FRIENDLY BIOHEAT® FUEL.

